
GREATER FOOL 
& EPIDEMIC SOUND 
Gives you: 100% Awesome Music | 100% Claim Free

Let’s get started!
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Watch Fullscreen

EPIDEMIC SOUND

We’ve created a catalog of more than  
30K high-quality royalty-free tracks and  
60K+ SFX, giving you creative freedom while 
having full monetization on your YouTube 
videos and the rest of your Social Media. 

Thanks to the partnership between Greater Fool and 
Epidemic Sound you have complete access to their entire 
music catalog. This means that you can use as much music  
as you wish on your partnered channels.

Welcome to 

We’re a music service providing 
STORYTELLERS like you with amazing music.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKc_5Cg5Qlc


I’ve created an account

We have created a dedicated Support YouTube 
channel filled with short and easy guides which 
will make you an ES pro in no time. 

Check out our hacks and make the most  
out of our music catalog: How to ES 

NOW WHAT?
HOW TO SEARCH IN THE 
EPIDEMIC SOUND PLAYER

Tutorial

Watch Now

A GUIDE TO PROJECTS 
AND PLAYLISTS

Tutorial

Watch Now
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSMyVlC0iv02XHFrCtgwSww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxT3-LtNOOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW0o6N9BJ5M


CURATED PLAYLISTS MUSIC SEARCH BROWSE & FILTER

A great way to find music quickly 
is through our Albums & Curated 

Playlists. Click here to get to  
the Creators Corner.

Psst! Can’t find what you are looking for?  
Reach out to us! We have a Music Curation  

Team in place to help you take the next step  
with your storytelling.

Music Search - a quick way 
of searching across all 
tracks in the catalog!

Head over to Browse and 
narrow down your search 
result by filtering. Choose 
genre, mood, tempo etc.
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https://www.epidemicsound.com/albums/?category=65
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PLAYER
Get to know our 

ALBUMS – theme/genre based compilations of different tracks  

SERIES – a series of similar tracks made by the same composer  

STEMS – Split compositions i.e. individual tracks where instruments 
can be heard and edited separately Click here for a video tutorial  

STINGS – short snippets that work perfectly for e.g. intros and outs  

SFX (sound effects) - everything from human sounds to technology 
to cartoon to science fiction. The list is LONG, around 60K to be 
more precise
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cV18oJCKAWw
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Additional tutorials can be found on our  VIDEO SUPPORT PAGE

Use the QUICK SEARCH bar to search for a 
specific track or genre. 

SORT search results by genre, category, BMP or 
energy by clicking the search results 
subheadings.

Use the BROWSE function to narrow down your 
search by genre, tempo and mood. 

Search our ALBUMS to browse hand picked 
playlists in a variety of genres, moods and styles. 

Hit the FIND SIMILAR button to find more 
tracks in a similar style. 

Create PLAYLISTS in your Projects under 
My Music. Save tracks by hitting the +icon 
next to a track and choose the playlist of 
your choice. COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 
can be shared with your team or client. 

Hit the DOWNLOAD button to download 
individual tracks (full mix and/or STEMS). All 
tracks can be downloaded in WAV or MP3-
FORMAT, you can change this under your 
settings in the player.

Sample the FULL MIX or individual STEMS 
of each track. Click here for a video 
tutorial  

Check out LATEST TRACKS to sample new 
releases in a variety of genres. 

PLAYER TIPS

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxT3-LtNOOY&t=0s&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLISFinFAKk&t=0s&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cV18oJCKAWw&t=0s&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lb9Y26lql4&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lb9Y26lql4&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lb9Y26lql4&list=PLRWDuzFmKnxSIswSMCNFvBl4zXUnlj2FA&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cV18oJCKAWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cV18oJCKAWw


WANT TO REFER BACK TO US? 

Royalty Free Music 

I use Royalty Free Music  
from Epidemic Sound  

www.epidemicsound.com  

If you need inspiration for this, here’s a couple of suggestions:
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(Track Name), (Artist Name)  
from Epidemic Sound <track link>* 

*Just press the arrow next to the song in the player, and a shareable link will be copied to your clipboard that you can paste in your video description.



Do I have to pay for the music from Epidemic Sound that I use in my videos? 

No. Greater Fool’s agreement with Epidemic Sound gives all partners free access to use  
music from Epidemic Sound in videos created for the purpose of being uploaded  

on your Greater Fool partner channel.  

How do I get access to the library? 
Make sure you login according to your network’s instructions, double check that all  

your channels are linked and visible in your account settings in the player. This procedure  
must be followed even if you already have an account prior this partnership.  

Why is there a shopping cart next to the tracks, do I need to pay?  
The short answer is “never mind the shopping cart”. As a Greater Fool partner, you have  
free access to include music from Epidemic Sound in all videos created for the purpose  

of being uploaded on your Greater Fool partner channel. 

QUESTIONS
Frequently asked 
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 Where do I find the license agreement? 
All videos published on your channel are cleared by the agreement between Greater Fool  

and Epidemic Sound. You don’t need to add anything to your cart or purchase a  
separate license. Just download and start creating! 

How do I give credits? 
To credit Epidemic Sound, include the following in your video description: 

“Royalty Free Music https://epidemicsound.com”  
You can also include a track link to the specific track/s you’ve used. Just press the arrow 

next to the song in the player, and a shareable link will be copied to your clipboard. 
  

What happens if I receive a claim in content ID? 
If you have created your account in the manner your network has instructed, you won’t 
receive any claims from Epidemic Sound on your partner channels. If you accidentally 
created the account in a way that we couldn’t have recognised you as a Greater Fool 

partner, please dispute the claim and refer to being a partner to Greater Fool. 
  

What happens if I decide to leave my MCN one day? 
All videos uploaded during your partnership are cleared in perpetuity.  

  
What if I want to use the music outside my Greater Fool channel(s)?  

Please contact your partner manager or Epidemic Sound at hello@epidemicsound.com
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REACH OUT TO US 

hello@epidemicsound.com

- We’ll be there
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mailto:hello@epidemicsound.com

